[Progress in immediate breast reconstruction with skin sparing mastectomy].
Skin sparing mastectomy (SSM) and subcutaneous mastectomy (SCM) are recent techniques. They are always associated with immediate breast reconstruction (IBR). Their safety from an oncologic point of view and indications are of great concern. In early breast cancer, SSM and SCM are associated with the same risk of local recurrence as a modified radical mastectomy, when correctly indicated. This has been validated by numerous studies. In these non-randomised studies, overall survival cannot be evaluated. Such techniques can now be validated in the oncologic setting when correctly indicated and when decision-making is always concerted and multidisciplinary. Skin-sparing techniques are obviously associated with better cosmetic results than secondary reconstructions. Thus SSM with IBR are ideally indicated for ductal carcinoma in situ, pure infiltrating or mixed carcinomas requiring mastectomy without subsequent radiotherapy. The selection criterion of no postoperative radiotherapy allows the right candidates to be chosen for SSM. But often this criterion cannot be obtained preoperatively. In such cases, performing a two-step operation could be a good option. The interval between operations can be used by the patient to obtain more information and to make a mature decision regarding her choice of treatment. It seems essential to be able to offer every patient SSM with IBR which are validated standardised indications. Such is not the case everywhere in France today. The organisation of primary care through professional networks should provide us with an opportunity to fulfil these needs.